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WELCOME

MESSAGE
Eng. Anas Al Madani

Vice Chairman and Group CEO, INDEX Holding

Following the 2021 success of the Dubai International Content
Market – DICM, it is my privilege to welcome you back to our
2022 edition, which we are expecting to be an action-packed
exhibition.
This year we are honoured to welcome Türkiye as the Guest
of Honour bringing some of the leading content companies to
the region and putting a focus on Turkish content, which has
always been well received by the region and globally.
Our region has been in the spotlight in recent years. The
population are generally well-connected online and spend
countless hours viewing a variety of programming, offering
all of us a golden opportunity to media entertainment and
content industry stakeholders.
OTT is impressively developing with streaming subscriptions, which are forecasted to increase tremendously by
2023, and SVOD revenues are projected to double by 2027 with some of the top leaders* currently being Netflix,
MBC’s Shahid, and StarzPlay. Additionally, more international players have also entered the region including the
recent launch of Disney+ this past June. With the increase of original productions, there is little wonder why the
demand for both finished content and format acquisitions have been on the rise.
As media consumption trends continue to increase, the annual DICM event has enhanced its geographical
outreach and continues to support the establishment of new partnerships while ushering in original and
innovative content from around the world while hosting a wide range of international and regional sellers, with
buyers entering from the Middle East, Africa, Central Asia, Türkiye, and beyond.
For years now, DICM has been the leading market in the region for buying, selling, networking, financing, coproducing, and distributing entertainment content across all platforms and categories, including TV, Film, and
Digital – making it a unique meeting to expand business into new lucrative markets.
Moreover, the event’s Content Business Hub hosts a library including infinite hours of content for pre-qualified
buyers to browse through and serves as a meeting platform for buyers and sellers to pre-book their meetings,
resulting in a higher rate of acquisitions and deals during the event.
Notably, for the first time, DICM will be introducing screenings at the event, giving content producers and
distributors the opportunity to showcase their latest titles and interact directly with the audience.
We take this opportunity to thank our key stakeholders, sponsors, and exhibitors for their constant support. We
are sure DICM will assist you in developing your regional businesses and establish fruitful partnerships for the
future.
We look forward to seeing you all in DICM and that you have a memorable experience with us in Dubai!
*Senal News
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GENERAL

INFORMATION
Exhibition Opening Hours
DAY 1
Wednesday, 23 November 2022:
9:00 - 18:00
DAY 2
Thursday, 24 November 2022:
9:00 - 17:00
General Information
For any inquiries or assistance,
proceed to the DICM Registration Desk
in the lobby or the Organiser’s Office
located inside the Conference Centre
on level 1.
Admission
For onsite registrations, a form must
be filled out prior to entry. Children
below the age of 15 will not be
admitted.

Car Parking
Car parking and valet parking
are available for all guests at the
Jumeirah Beach Hotel.

Prayer Room
Prayer rooms are available inside
Jumeirah Beach Hotel.

Disclaimer
The companies’ profiles in this
catalogue are presented in
alphabetical order and includes
entries provided to the Organisers of
Dubai International Content Market
2022. Whilst all attempts are made
to ensure that the details presented
are accurate and complete, the
Organisers do not hold themselves
responsible for any inadvertent
errors or omissions.

Organiser’s Office
The Organiser’s Office is located
inside the Conference Centre.

Hospitality Desk
The Hospitality information counter is
located at the Registration Desk.
Media Lounge
INDEX Media is located inside the
Conference Centre lobby.

Food and Beverage
Complimentary refreshments are
available during the Coffee Breaks
(Brought to you by ICC).
Complimentary lunch is available
during the lunch breaks.
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The organizers sincerely thank the following companies
for their continuous support to DICM 2022
Platinum Sponsors

Gold sponsor

Knowledge Partner

Association Partner

Media Partners

Official Airline
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Name
A

Stand #

Country

AC Comics
Audiovisual from Spain
All Media (a START Company)
All3 Media International
ATV

A2
A1
D14
B8
D15

United Arab Emirates
Spain
Russia
United Kingdom
Türkiye

Blue Media

B7

Türkiye

Caracol Television
CJ ENM

D3
A13

Colombia
South Korea

Dandesign
Digital Television Russia

C1
C7A

South Korea
Russia

Fantawild
France 24
Friday TV

A7
B1
D13

China
France
Russia

HA International
Haciyatmaz Film
Haedal Friends
Haymillian
Hijjawi Production House

B3
C8
D4
B6
A6

United Arab Emirates
Türkiye
South Korea
United Kingdom
Jordan

B
C

D
F

H

I

IndiaCast
A5
Inter Medya
B5
Istanbul Chamber of Commerce B13

India
Türkiye
Türkiye

Kanal D
KBS Media
KION
KOCCA

D5
A9
C5B
A14

Türkiye
South Korea
Russia
South Korea

Lichi Studios

D1

United Arab Emirates

Mediapro
Melaka Studio

A1
D2

Spain
South Korea

K

L

M
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Name

Stand #

Country

NTV Broadcasting Company

D12

Russia

Odin Media
Onza Distribution

D8B
B4

Russia
Spain

PAROVOZ Animation Studio
PH E&M Corporation
Pimanov & Partners
Pixitoon

C7B
A12
D6B
C2

Russia
South Korea
Russia
Jordan

Raya Group
Redio Co. Ltd
Riki Group
Russian Content Worldwide by
Roskino
Russia Television and Radio
/ Sovtelexport Distribution
Company
Russkoe Film Company

B9
C3
C11
X1

Türkiye
South Korea
Russia
Russia

C9

Russia

D8A

Russia

Sama Art International
Saran Studios
Semerkand Production
SLL
SMF Animation
SREDA Production Company
START

A4
C10
B11
B10
C13
C5A
D10

United Arab Emirates
Türkiye
Türkiye
South Korea
Russia
Russia
Russia

TRT

D9

Türkiye

X-Media Digital

D6A

Russia

Zee
Zookiz Co. Ltd.

A8
A15

United Arab Emirates
South Korea

Mistco
Motion Pictures Entertainment
Movistar Plus+ International

N
O
P

R

S

T

X
Z

C12
A3
B2

Türkiye
Spain
Spain
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AC Comics

STAND #: A2
UAE

Website

: accomics.ae

An Emirati content creator specialized in story
telling through Comics & Animation! Based in
Dubai, Established in idea in 2017 Dedicated
for the Arab World with plans to expand
internationally. The Creator of Sharar’s World
and Multiverse, The Challenger & Sky Falcon.
focusing on genre’s like Scifi, Adventure, Action,
Horror, Thriller, Drama, fantasy and Biography.

Circle City Chronicles - Detective Sara
Circle City brightest young detective Sara Saeed
unveils a dark horror lurking innocent lives in
the city.

Sharar
After gaining gravity control superpower from
an accident that affected everyone around him,
Sharar finds himself in a different world, time
and an inescapable evil to confront.

Sharar
Sharar and Team#1 will fight all evil to rewrite
history.
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All is Media (A START Company)

STAND #: D14
Russia

Website

: allmediacompany.ru

Starting as one of the leading film distribution
companies in 2011, All Media (A START
company) is a sales and production company
with the lineup of the selected Russian films
and the official international distributor of the
films produced by “Yellow, Black and White” and
“Start”.

Red Riding Hood
12-year-old Red Riding Hood while searching
for her father, The Last Wolf Fighter, transfers
from a fairy world into the modern world. There
she finds out that her father is gone... Now the
brave Red Riding hood has to become a Wolf
Fighter herself, to fight her fears and to defeat a
wolf pack that got hold of her home Fairy town.

Litvyak
Lydia Litvyak was a Soviet hero and the most
successful fighter pilot of WW II. In almost eighty
years, no female ace came close to her combat
score. Except for Lily’s fellow soldier and best
friend, Katerina Budanova. Together they faced
German fighters and shielded the ground
troops, fought for Stalingrad, saved friends,
suffered casualties, were wounded and again
rushed into battle. Lydia was only 22 when her
plane took off for the last time and remained in
the sky forever...

Live
Looking for content for millions of his followers,
Blogger Yegor travels to the Caucasus
Mountains to shoot a test drive of a car. All hell
breaks loose when a car company employee
Alexander, who is helping Yegor, accidentally
steps on a military mine, and Yegor decides
to hype on this. Now when one man is fighting
for his life, and another – for millions of views,
every man stands for himself. Together they will
have to decide who is going to die online?
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All3Media International

STAND #: B8

United Kingdom
Website :
all3mediainternational.com

All3Media International is one of the leading
independent
distributors
of
television
programming and formats in the UK.
All3Media International distributes popular,
award-winning TV programmes to over 1,000
broadcasters and media platforms around
the world. We are renowned for our global
partnerships across financing, co-production,
marketing and distribution.

Witness Number 3
Unwittingly, hairdresser Jodie is the last person
to witness a killer and his victim before he’s
murdered. After responding to a police appeal,
she becomes subjected to a terrifying campaign
of intimidation by a gang sent to silence her and
they will stop at nothing to protect their accused
boss.

This is Your Life
In this iconic and long-running format, our
presenter surprises a well-known personality
when they least expect it and presents them
with the famous red book with the words: This
Is Your Life.

The Control Room
In a busy control room, Gabe, a young
emergency services call handler, takes a call
from a panicked woman confessing to killing
her boyfriend. And whilst she refuses to say
who she is, the woman realises that she and
Gabe know each other.
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ATV

STAND #: D15
Turkiye

Website

: atvdistribution.com

Founded in 1993, atv’s reputation is built on
creating unique dramas, and exploring what is
not explored before. Years of experience and
being the pioneer on various fields of Turkish
dizis, atv plays a major role for Turkish drama
to be acknowledged universally. Moreover, atv
continues to be more than just a channel but
a trademark in its’ field of production with the
same passion, excitement and quality.

A Little Sunshine
In retrospect Hakan and Elif are husband and
wife to be happily married. The only missing
thing in their life is a child. While they were
trying several medical treatments to be failed,
Elif suggests they adopt a kid. However, Hakan
would not wrap his mind around the idea. Hakan
is an assertive businessman who travels a lot.
One day, he gets involved in a car accident to
be found dead with a little girl besides him. Elif,
gets confused knowing that they don’t have a
kid, although on the records she is the mother
of the child. She will try on finding the biological
mother, and in the meantime she decides to take
the girl under her wings. As if finding a kid after
her husband’s death is not enough, she also

finds out that Hakan is up to his ears in debts
to the banks. The only silver lining for Elif is to
get Hakan’s severance from the company. When
she goes to the company she meets Fırat, the
owner. Fırat finds out about the little girl, and
figures out that the kid is his nephew, aka Dila’s
child. Hakan’s double life is now out in the
open, because Fırat is the one who witnessed
his sister Dila’s and Hakan’s fight about not
acknowledging their kid as hers. After that,
Hakan leaves with the kid. Realizing that he is
been followed by Fırat, Hakan panics, and goes
off a cliff. Fırat reports the accident to police and
things evolve from there. In the meantime, Dila
is dealing with personal issues that includes not
adapting to the idea of having a kid. After this
point, Fırat feels obliged to help Elif on taking
care of the innocent child. In time, Elif will get
attached to the little girl and pursue the truth
that lies beneath Hakan’s life.

The Father
Cezayir Türk, a secret service assassin who
served for his country, gets revenge of his
brother who is sabotaged. For the sake of what
he values the most in the world, government and
his family, necessary measurements are taken
and he fakes his own death. As a result of an
injury that takes place on one of his operations
abroad, he meets Firuze, one of the doctors
without borders. Even though he misses his wife
and kids, from the bottom of his heart he knows
that going back to them is nearly impossible,
yet this word is not in his vocabulary. He falls
in love with Firuze to start their family, in the
meantime, he gets exposed and had to go back
to Istanbul. Neither his secondary family knows,
nor did the original family who wept and prayed
at his graveyard follow up the recent events
happening to him. Istanbul, on the other hand,
is not the same as where he left. He will do his
best fighting the foreign forces, while it will also
require his energy to be divided between two
women who are in love with him.

The Ottoman
The people of Anatolia was forced to live under
the circumstances of the danger caused by the
presence of Byzantine empire while suffering
from Mongolian invasion. Kayı tribe is a
frontiersman that remains its’ presence at Söğüt.
Because of where the tribe is located to face
the Byzantine danger, they are in a continuous
state of red alert. Giving the conditions and
the sickness of Ertuğrul Ghazi, there occured
a power vacuum. The power struggle caused
by this war of principality is between Osman
who is heroic and brave is the youngest child of
Ertuğrul Ghazi and the uncle of Osman; Dündar
and Gündüz who is good at statesmanship.
Dündar, is the most succesfull man in the field
of politics after his elder brother Ertuğrul
Ghazi. After his brother’s sickness emerged, his
hunger towards power has increased. Dündar is
born ready to defeat whomever is against him
on this path to power. Aygül, on the other hand,
is responsible for the women administration
that lives in the Kayi tribe, and ever since they
were a child she is in love with Osman and
wishes to marry him. The brave and beautiful
Bala Hanım who is the daughter of Şeyh Edebali,
is after some truths to protect her people. For
they both prioritize their people’s future, Bala
Hanım’s and Osman’s path has crossed. They
fall in love at first sight. Although, betrayals
and plots causes major obstacles for their
love. Osman will fight internally and externally,
both for the sake of Kayı tribe’s future and for
to rejoin with Bala Hanım by overcoming the
obstacles they faced.
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Blue Media
by becoming the will of the virus. Through
this immersive experience, users are able to
intuitively feel the intelligence of the virus
and its danger. The main goal of this VR
experience is to let the people be alert, to
question, to be aware of our enemies, and to
think about what we can do for our lives.

STAND #: B7
Turkiye

Website

: blue-media.tv

We are a next-generation distribution company,
based in istanbul, Turkey. The power of Blue
Media comes from working hard, selling
success, right marketing strategy, networking
and matching right contents with right buyers.
With our 20 Years of production experience,
we bring our worldwide content to first-hand
content buyers from all over the world With
the experienced sales team, we distribute
our own productions and finely selected
projects such as drama series, documentaries,
animations, TV shows and formats. The key of
the selling success is right marketing strategy!
We distribute right content to the right content
buyers. Thus we are both keeping our portfolio
actively and increasing the success of selling
performance. Intimate awareness of the
entertainment industry and comprehension
of diverse preferences through markets
and cultures have been the secret to our
achievements. In improving our credibility, a
diverse and high-profile marketing campaign is
a critical factor.

The Night
The Night explores the ecology of the nighttime,
portraying the role of the moon that enables the
ecological links that have been undergoing over
hundreds of millions of years. This program
uncovers the astrophysical phenomena
engendered by the night and the moon, along
with the biggest evolutionary secrets of the
earth’s ecology and life forms. This secretive
but dynamic true nature of the night is captured
through multidimensional compositions and
high-resolution videography.

Brothers
A village in Mazowsze, 1943. Two teenage
boys, Janek and Staszek, find two young Jews
hiding on a farm. They soon realize that the
boys, Abram and Chaim, are their age and are
the sons of a respected pharmacist who lived
in a nearby town before the war. They were
the only survivors of the anti-Jewish pogrom
led by the Germans in the nearby forest. In
spite of the deadly threat, Janek and Staszek
decide to hide the boys and keep it a secret.
The film belongs to a series of feature films
titled Whoever Saves One Life, Saves the World
Entire, presenting stories of Poles rescuing
their Jewish neighbours, friends and complete
strangers during WWII.

The Sixth Mass Extinction
There were five mass extinctions in 4.6 billion
years of our Planet’s history and now the
Sixth Mass Extinction is underway. Unlike
the previous five mass extinctions, that were
caused by catastrophic global events such as
asteroid impact and ice age, the cause of the
Sixth Mass Extinction is the human activities.
<The Sixth Mass Extinction> visits the sites
of current extinction caused by humans and
documents the conflicts between humans and
wildlife, exposing the reality of mass extinction
in the macroscopic viewpoint of Anthropocene.
long been treated as poison to humans. The fear
was worse because the virus is invisible to the
human eye.The aim of this VR work is to let the
users understand how the viruses move, and
the reason why they attack humans. Users will
see the world and control the virus’s behavior
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Caracol Television

STAND #: D3
Colombia
Website

: caracolinternacional.com

Caracol Televisión is a private-operated national
television network that has produced many
of Colombia’s most innovative and successful
television programs. Today, CARACOL TV has
become a true powerhouse, expanding its
influence beyond Colombia through its worldclass International Channel and International
Distribution Division: CARACOL INTERNATIONAL.
Operating offices in Miami, Madrid and Bogotá,
Caracol International distributes CARACOL’s
original and cutting edge telenovelas, series
and entertainment formats. These programs
have reached several continents, crossed
cultural and linguistic barriers, and obtained
international recognition for its outstanding
ratings throughout the globe.

The Voice, The Legend, Vicente Fernández
In 36 chapters, this blockbuster will tell the life
of “Chente,” from when he was a child in Jalisco,
full of needs and deprivations, until he became
the icon of ranchera music worldwide, taking
the audience through four different eras, with
an unforgettable art direction and wardrobe
display. The series was recreated in more than
380 locations and 500 sets, between Mexico and
the United States, with emblematic places, such
as Vicente’s childhood home in Real del Monte,
Hidalgo, the streets of Huentitán, the Cha Cha
Cha Hall, the Esperanza Iris Theater, and the
famous Blanquita Theater. Dago- waiting for
you to send us your quote.

Unbroken Voice
This is the story of a woman who climbed from
the bottom, both in her musical career as well
as in her personal life, facing social and gender
violence, until finally becoming an icon of
popular music and an example for all women
who fight daily against injustice.

In the Shadows
In the Shadows is the story of Julia and
Magdalena, members of an elite group that
strives to solve the most perplexing crimes in
record time. They both have very different lives.
Julia lives happily with her husband and son,
and Magdalena searches for her stepfather,
who abused her when she was a child. Julia’s
personal life takes a turn upon the return of Iván,
a well-known criminalistics expert who was the
love of her life years before and who abandoned
her for some unknown reason. Magdalena will
take an interest in him and will give life to a
tense love triangle, which will unfold as they
search as a team for those responsible for the
most mysterious crimes of their careers.
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Digital Television Russia

STAND #: C7A
Russia

Website: digitalrussia.tv/en/content/
DTR is the largest media company on the
Russian pay TV market, which includes
production,
service
and
infrastructure
companies engaged in creating, distributing, and
monetizing content and different TV channels:
educational, children’s programming, drama,
and documentaries. The programming spans
10 different languages and reaches over 100
countries. DTR also has a branded OTT platform,
production studio, mobile apps and games,
YouTube channels, theatrical distribution, toy
stores and festivals.

Leo&Tig
A leopard named Leo was born in the forests of
the Far East of Russia. One day he meets a tiger
cub named Tig, and they become best friends.
The curious cubs have interest in everything
around them: they learn unusual natural
phenomena, solve riddles, and help the ones
in need. The heroes constantly get into trouble
but manage to deal with what seem difficult
challenges for them. They teach the little
audience the importance of helping and caring
for each other as well as for the environment.

Be-Be-Bears

It’s a story about the adventures of unresting
mischief-makers: a brown bear cub named
Bucky, a polar bear cub named Bjorn and a
little fox Franny. Bucky is fond of gadgets and
technology, while Bjorn is a child of nature. The
series’ help viewers to see how you can live in
harmony with nature while at the same time
be knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and curious.
Through the series viewers learn that friendship
overcomes any obstacles.
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Fantawild Animation Inc.

STAND #: A7
China

Website

: fantawild.com/en

Globally, Fantawild Animation has distributed
its cartoons to over 130 countries. Some of
these programs have been broadcast on Disney,
Nickelodeon, Sony, Netflix, Hulu, Discovery Kids,
DirecTV and other internationally renowned
networks. Fantawild has garnered favorable
notice and multiple honors at international
events including Kids’ Jury Award at MIP Junior,
Annecy Cristal for the Best Feature Film, Highly
Commended Best 3D Animated Programme at
Asian Television Awards, LIMA International
Licensing Awards at Licensing Expo, Cinekids
at Busan International Film Festival, Special
Mention Award at the 22nd Cairo International
Cinema and Arts Festival, and Platinum Remi
Award at WorldFest Houston (USA).

Boonie Bears: Monster Plan 2
The failure of Rex Vector’s robo-monster brings
him back to Pine Tree Mountain in Boonie
Bears: Monster Plan II. Accompanied once again
by his adorable but evil sidekick Mr. Pete, Rex
Vector sets out to collect broken pieces of the
energy stone. Of course, rebuilding the power
source for his monster is not so easy with Briar,
Bramble and Vick protecting the forest - the
bear brothers’ way. This latest installment of
Monster Plan picks up where the previous one
left off. By highlighting to young people aged
6-12 years old the importance of environmental
protection, while also encouraging values
such as diligence, determination, honesty and
compassion, this is a truly enjoyable series with
some very important lessons.
In this season, audiences learn more about the
true power of the energy stone and the lengths
Rex Vector will go to in order to complete his
evil mission. Each episode of this action-packed
sci-fi adventure is sure to excite and engage
viewers with a power struggle between good
and evil. The question is, which side will come
out on top?

Boonie Squad
Boonie Squad is an animated show aimed at
preschoolers. The magical Neva teams up with
her best friends Briar, Bramble, and Vick to help
any and all in need on Pine Tree Mountain. The
Boonie Squad goes on adventures that teach
teamwork, empathy, and helping others. The
team members all use their unique skills to
solve problems and spread joy. The stories are
warm, funny, and educational while teaching
valuable life lessons.

Adventurer Carly
Taking a page from her previous adventures
to find her father, Carly teams up with Bobby
and a boy called Morgan, who is accidentally
turned into a transformable wolf. With the
biggest clue, her father’s notebook, left behind,
they solve puzzles in order to move forward
and the fabulous trio are guided to a brand
new mysterious world: Yilo Kingdom, where
the secrets of The Book of Life unfold. What is
the link between Carly and the “Yilo Flower”
on her neck? What is the story behind Maggie,
a transformed little fox, and human? Every
episode will bring them closer to the truth, or
will it? Learning to become adults in Adventurer
Carly.
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France 24

Reporters
International in-depth reports from the France
24 teams and our senior reporters around the
world (available on the English, Arabic and
French channels).

Secret Paris / Paris Secret
France 24 invites its viewers to discover the
French capital through its most mysterious
places and secrets (available exclusively in
Arabic).

STAND #: B1
France

Website

: france24.com

France 24 is an international news network ,
broadcasting 24/7 to 481.4 million households
around the world in English, Arabic, French and
Spanish. The four channels have a combined
weekly viewership of 97.8 million viewers.
France 24 gives an alternative look at global
affairs through a network of 160 correspondent
bureaus located in nearly every country. It is
available via cable, satellite, DTT, ADSL, on
mobile phones, tablets and connected TVs, as
well as on YouTube in four languages. Every
month, France 24’s digital platforms attract
23.2 million visits, 132.8 million video views
(2021 average) and 59.9 million followers on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. France 24 is
part of the France Médias Monde group.

The News / Le Journal
Every hour on the hour, a 15-minute international
news bulletin live from the newsroom (available
on the English, Arabic and French channels).
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Friday!TV

STAND #: D13
Russia

Website

: friday.ru

Friday! TV is a public broadcaster with the
target audience 14-44. Most of the projects are
original formats: travel, comedy, cooking shows,
makeover. Our catalogue includes more than 30
original titles, scripted and unscripted, available
as a format and as a finished program.

Wunderkinds
Celebrity intuition versus children’s talents!
A game show in which a team of celebrities
will play against a team of children and try
to guess what unique talents each child
possesses. Celebrities receive money for each
correct answer, and for each incorrect answer
- the cash prize goes to the wunderkinds. The
celebrities transfer their cash prizes to the
charity foundation for helping children and
youths.

King of Desserts
A famous pastry chef Renat Agzamov
is looking for pastry superstars. In each
episode, amateurs and professionals master
unique ways of making desserts, from edible
dresses to gingerbread portraits of famous
personalities. The participants compete for the
cup of confectionery art and for a cash prize.

Crush
Following your crush on social media, but have
no idea how to meet up? Two bloggers help a
shy participant to fulfill his dream and meet a
popular beloved person. The hosts will come up
with two unusual date ideas. In the first option,
the participant pretends to be someone else: a
rich foreigner, a celebrity, etc. The second option
includes just being yourself and using charisma.
Whatever option is chosen, a participant has to
confess to the crush that the date was staged.
Will the crush appreciate the efforts and agree
to a second date?
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HA International

STAND #: B3

United Arab Emirates
Website

: thehaintl.com

HA international was established as a significant
part of the Persian Cinema industry. We
distribute Persian productions, hoping they can
have higher access to the international market.
The primary focus of our company is sales
and distribution of Persian products, including
Feature Films and TV/Web Series. Our company
is also heavily involved in the production and
international co-production of various projects.
Over a decade, we have collaborated closely
with the international distributors far and near.
Moreover, we have actively participated in the
most prominent International Film Festivals
and Markets such as MIPCOM, AFM, MARCHE
DU FILM, EFM, FILMART. Our company is
currently producing and providing content for
the Entertainment market, releasing titles in
multiple media such as Theatre, Home Video,
Digital Market, VOD/OTT platforms, and TV
Channels.

The Rebel
Javid is a 17-year-old youngster from the
southern part of the city of Tehran. He lost his
parents years ago and his half-sister is his only
family member. Although Javid is a professional
wrestler, he is forced to steal and wager on
wrestling to earn a living. He is passionately in
love with a girl called Abra. When a man called
Bahman walks into Javid’s life, his life starts to
change.

Set Me Free
Amir is in love with Marjan. He finds out that
Marjan’s brother “Younes” was killed by the
security forces, and then he realizes that his
own brother “Hatef” was in touch with Younes.
So, he goes to the city to bring Hatef back to the
village to keep him safe from the security forces.
After meeting Marjan, Hatef falls in love with her,
and the two brothers stand against each other.
Amir, who has a disabled child from his ex-wife,
is forced to choose between his son and his
lover. Meanwhile, Marjan starts to fall for Hatef
without knowing that Hatef was the one who has
Given away Younes to the security forces and...

Actor
Ali is a naturally gifted yet unknown actor, and
his friend Morteza uses their talent to earn a
living. They perform at wealthy people’s parties
to surprise them in a unique style until they
receive a serious offer from a private detective
company. They should disguise themselves to
track down clues for cold cases. Meanwhile, a
talented actress and a makeup artist join them.
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Hijjawi Production House

STAND #: B3
Jordan

Website

: esamhijawi.com

A Production House with 50K hours of TV shows
( bedouin series, comedy series, Modern series,
Future Films). It began with its general manager
and owner, Mr. Issam Hijjawi. After gaining
experience and knowledge from all the jobs he
held in the various sections of the professions of
artistic production, he established the institution
in 2000 in Amman, Jordan, and the journey of
achieving the goals began.

Akbad Al Muhajerah
“Love doesn’t believe in obstacles”. This
sentence is not only for saying, it’s a real action,
that its price is the soul.
Mansour, the Bedouin knight and the spoiled
son of the sheikh, rebelled against the tribe
rules because of love, and follow his heart. Even
though his father, Sheikh Daffi, distinguished
him over his brother Ghadian, because he loved
Mansour’s mother with greatly.
Sheikh Daffi opposed Masour’s love for the
Circassian girl, who she moved to the Badia
and settle next to the Shiekh’s home. No one
knew that Mansour will fall in love with Roden,
who felt the same about him. Also Roden didn’t
know that her family will oppose the idea of her
marrying a complete stranger, especially that
her groom is ready to marry her, Hayder who
is also a wealthy Circassian supports Roden’s
family with money. The rules in Daffi monastery
is for the Sheikh’s son to marry Sheikh Abu
Ra’ed daughter. So, his sister Metha can marry
from Ra’ed as alternative wife to Mathayl.

The Ambush Man
A story which is based on true live events in
the past 10 years, that revolves around Video
games and technology addict called Sami.
The story begins when Sami meets a girl through
social media with the help of his neighbor and
friend, and they decide to meet in a public place
as agreed.

Ham & Shaha
The tale of the young guy “Ham” the youngest
son for Sheikh “Sawan”, who is lucky but a little
slow, and the girl “Shaha”, the only daughter of
Sheikh “Asham” who no body want to talk to
because she is jinxed.
The events occurs when Ham’s mother “Mo’ala”
decide to start looking for a bride for her son,
in order to challenge the tribe girls who refuse
to marry him. Asking for an exaggerated bride’s
qualities, so she should be from a great family,
beautiful, cavalier and poet. She send her
servant to search for a bride, and ask him not
to till anyone about her son “Ham” qualities,
instead she give him the qualities her older son
“Radad the poet, brave and cavalier.
Shaha’s mother “Marzoka” do the same, by
searching for a groom for her daughter, who
also wants to wed her to challenge her tribe
despite her bad luck and attitude. Also she sent
her servant to search for a groom who should
be, which she ask for exaggerated qualities like
to be a knight, poet and from a good family. She
ask the servant to till the qualities of Sheikh
“Asham” beautiful and poet sister, “Shahela”.
The false news reach to both parties, but the
truth sees the light, and a huge conflict occur
between both of “Mo’ala” and “Marzoqa”, in
order to set “Ham” & “Shaha” a part after they
get attached to each other. Both mothers don’t
want the marriage to take place, on the other
hand, “Radad & Shahela” falls in love. After a
series of conflicts and comical setuations, “Ham
& Shaha” get married and live together, but with
a weird ending.

Things escalate when Sami discover that the
girl is a part of gang, and she led him into a trap,
where he becomes a victim of threats that sent
him on the run through another bad friend, who
cases him another issue.
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IndiaCast
ICONIX

STAND #: A5
India

Website: indiacast.com/syndication
Indiacast is a Joint Venture between TV18
& Viacom18, is India’s first multi-platform
Content Asset Monetization company. Indiacast
is mandated to drive Domestic Distribution,
Placement Services, International Channel
Distribution & Ad Sales, Digital Distribution
and Content Syndication for Viacom18 and
TV18 channels. Indiacast distributes its
channels in more than 75 Countries across the
globe. Additionally, with a rich and extensive
product catalogue of over 40,000Hrs, Indiacast
syndicates content in 35+ languages across 135
Countries.

Parineeti
‘Parineetii’ is a fascinating journey of two
best friends - Parineet and Neeti, who are
inseparable. While Parineet is content with her
comfortable life and rooted in all her family
values, Neeti is a strong opinionated girl who is
determined to chase her dreams and become
an air hostess one day.
Their different outlooks and expectations from
life lead them onto different paths but fate
intertwines their lives together as they both fall
for the same man, Rajiv and unknown to each
other, marry him too. Will their friendship stand
the test of time and love?

Udaariyan
Udaariyaan is a story of hope, love, aspiration,
and dreams. Tucked away in the heartland of
Punjab, the story will trace the journey of the
Sandhu family, which fiercely dreams of moving
to Canada.
The Sandhu family’s unfulfilled dream from
generations now lies in the hand of their
daughters. The two protagonists in Udaariyaan,
Tejo and Jasmine are like chalk and cheese.
While the elder one Tejo is deeply rooted to her
Punjabi culture and wants to be a professor one
day, Jasmine feels like she belongs elsewhere.
She is determined, strong-willed and will make
destiny bend to her will. Fiercely ambitious,
all that Jasmine wants is to move to Canada
and will only marry someone who makes this
dream a reality for her. This blazing ambition
on Jasmine’s part affects the dynamics of the
Sandhu family and eventually shapes their
destiny. Fateh, a loyal and an absolute romantic
at heart is head over heels in love with Jasmine
but does not know how to convey his feelings to
her. As Tejo, Jasmine and Fateh’s lives become
intertwined, so begins their journey of achieving
their dreams

Illegal
What do you do when justice itself is out of
order? A legal drama, set in the lesser-known
world of a high-end law firm where justice
is measured against billable hours, and the
lawyers are seldom on the right side of the law.
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Inter
ICONIX
Medya

STAND #: B5
Turkiye

Website

: intermedya.tv

Founded in 1992 by Can Okan, Inter Medya
started out as a film distribution company
serving the Turkish film industry solely within
the domestic market. In its first ten years, its
basic market structure remained more or less
the same but soon found itself operating both
inbound and outbound.

Deception
A family drama produced by TIMS&B (Producer
of Magnificent Century and Bitter Lands). The
series also has the same creative team (script
writer, director) with Bitter Lands as well as
the same actress, namely, Vahide Percim. The
series follows the story of a respectable family
court judge Guzide Yenersoy and her realization
of how she has been deceived by each of her
family members including her husband who has
a second family and a daughter.

Poison Ivy
Based on the best selling novel of Peride Celal
(Gecenin Ucunda - At The End Of The Night),
produced by TMC and broadcasted on STAR TV,
the strong drama series brings a star couple
who are married in real life; Neslihan Atagul
(from Kara Sevda) and Kadir Dogulu (from Fatih
Harbiye). Poison Ivy is a strong love story that
tells when two souls find each other despite the
whole world, nothing can stop them. Macide,
the daughter of a poor family falls in love with
Kazim Isik, who is a successful yet married
businessman. Kazim passionately embraces
Macide, who is by his side at his weakest
moment. But will he be able to protect her
from the cruelty of the rich and powerful life
he created? Will Macide be able to preserve
the purity, innocence and sensitivity she had
when she first met Kazım? Or worse yet, when
everyone makes her a “queen” out of false
reverence…

Another Chance
Produced by BKM and broadcasted on SHOW
TV, the series is ranking the first place on
Thursdays, on prime time slot. The series tells
the striking story of Sadi Payasli, who used to
be a mafia boss and left his old life behind; his
past follows him as he has to take care of 5
convicted students from the reformatory at the
high school where he started as a teacher with
his new identity. His life becomes even more
complicated once he meets with Derya, whom
he left behind 17 years ago but never forgot.
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Kanal DICONIX
International
day of her life is indispensable, because apart
from social media, the only place where she
feels young and alive is his house. But this
house… is about to change her life.
Sitare, a businesswoman, and Zeynep end
up meeting there. Sitare is the head of the
management company that oversees numerous
social media phenomena. And also Ozan’s secret
lover… Zeynep has no plans to become a CEO of
a business or anything like, but she is envious
of the famous people who have thousands of
followers on social media. Unfortunately, in her
unsocial life, where she looks after her father,
she can hardly get 20 followers on her Social
Media account. And now, as if by magic, Sitare
will help, and Zeynep’s star will shine. But the
reality is very different. Rougher, dirtier…

STAND #: D5
Turkiye

Website

: kanald.international/

Kanal D International is the global business arm
of Kanal D, the leading TV channel of the Turkish
broadcasting world. Operating under Europe’s
leading media organization, Demirören Media
Group, Kanal D has been creating quality content
for the past twenty-eight years. Accompanied
by Kanal D International Networks brand, Kanal
D International has grown within the content
world to reach the end-user since 2018. The
distribution arm of the company continues its
activities under Kanal D International, and Kanal
D International Networks is the business line
that holds all linear assets.

That Girl
Zeynep, like thousands of young girls, is a social
media phenomenon and dreams of leaving her
miserable life behind. But while she strives for
this, she also “mothers” her father. Because her
45-year-old father, whose name is Kadir, has
the intelligence of a 5-year-old. He fell victim to
a cord wrapped around his neck in his mother’s
womb.
Zeynep has big dreams and wants to leave her
aunt’s house, where she currently lives and is
unable to interact with her cousins, her uncle
who constantly finds reasons to berate her
aunt, as well as her aunt’s irate exhaustion,
impossibility, and lack of money. Every week,
Zeynep works as a cleaner at the home of Ozan,
a popular figure whose life she aspires to live.
Her love for Ozan is platonic. Even though she
just goes there to do the houseworks that one

Three Sisters
Three Sisters”, adapted from İclal Aydın’s
bestseller novel, starring Reha Özcan, İclal
Aydın, Berker Güven, Özgü Kaya, Almila Ada and
Melisa Berberoğlu; will continue on air every
Tuesday at primetime.
The story takes place at the end of the 90’s,
where lived three sisters named Türkan, Dönüş
and Derya. As a close-knit family, they would
dream of a promising future every night. After
years of living with their family in a fairy tale,
on the pine-scented streets of Ayvalık, they will
all face the harsh realities of life. The oldest
daughter in the family is Turkan. She is naïve,
silent, pure, and romantic. She is born to be a
perfect wife. The second-eldest daughter is
Dönüş. She goes to high school and studies for
the national university exam. She loves reading
and writing and eventually, wants to write a
novel. Derya, on the other hand, is the youngest
daughter. Like her sister Dönüş, she goes to high
school and prepares for the national university
exam. She is rebellious, clever, outspoken, lively,
and strong. Even though these three sisters
have different personalities, they are very close
to each other.
However, their lives change all of a sudden.
A well-known wealthy family (Korman family)
asks for Turkan’s hand in marriage with their
son Somer (Berker Guven). Turkan dreams to
have a fairytale-like marriage. However, on
her wedding day, she learns that her husband
Somer has accepted this marriage without his
consent. He aims to get married to his girlfriend
Mine (Nazli Senem Unal) and wants to return
to London. Meanwhile, the lives of Dönüş and
Derya turn upside down by a big secret from
the past. The shadow of their past continues
to follow them. Nesrin and Sadik, on the other
hand, do their best to protect their daughters.
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ICONIX
KION

STAND #: C5B
Russia

Website

: kion.ru

Streaming service KION was launched in April
2021 and belongs to MTS Media, as part of
MTS group ecosystem. The platform hosts
exclusive originals, as well as more than 200
TV channels, hundreds of films, series, cartoons
and documentaries. KION Originals is the
flagship line-up of exclusive series, full-length
feature films and documentaries produced by
the streaming.
The Kidney
Happiness is the ability to get whatever you
desire from this life: immediately, without
hesitation, and spitting on everyone else. At least
32-year-old fire inspector Natasha believes
that’s how life works. Intelligent, cold-blooded
and cynical beauty - she skillfully extorts
bribes, manipulates people, sleeps with whom
she wants and ignores other people’s feelings
and interests. Suddenly she finds out that her
kidneys have failed, and she has three months
left to live without a transplant. Numerous
relatives, all as one, refuse: Natasha is a hefty
bitch, and she managed to annoy everyone. The
“deadline” is getting closer, and there is only
time to reevaluate her values, ask someone
for forgiveness and finally accept a terrible,
although possibly well-deserved ending

Padre Sergius
The disgraced priest, Father Sergius, is no
stranger to worldly pleasures - he is a booze,
call girls and scuffle lover. On the other hand,
he has a rare gift - he is able to see traces of
otherworldly evil activity. On the instructions
of the church, he participates in solving crimes
committed, as he believes, by evil spirit.

I Will Survive
Alla devoted her life to the loved ones - exhusbands, children, students. She tries to
be “comfortable”, so she is always used. By
chance, she turns out to be at a meeting of
cancer patients where she meets people who
in the face of death realized how important
it is to live fulfilling their own dreams. So Alla
pretends to be sick with cancer. She expects
that the shocking news will teach her family
responsibility and sympathy, but everything
is going wrong. She decides to teach them a
lesson.
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Lichi
ICONIX
Studios

STAND #: D1
UAE

Website

: lichistudios.com

Lichi is an honor that is the result of several
years in the field of animation production. As a
result of these years of experience and working
with artists around the world, Lichi has a style
of producing our projects. The magic of our
artists will reintroduce beauty to you and bring
your family together and give you a delightful
experience.

Annie and Manny
An interesting project about Annie and Manny
in the family of rabbits. They are brothers and
sisters who are having their first experiences
and trials and errors in their lives

Melaka Studio
ICONIX
- GraphyToon
create animated videos slide decks in an easy
and fun way. Graphytoon is a cloud-based tool,
and all you need to do to start working is sign up.
animated video using templates and characters,
animated content creation and modification by AI!
Graphytoon also provides a service that applies
motion to the client’s character and mounts it in
the solution. User who have a own character can
request it from the Graphytoon team at any time.

STAND #: D2

typical lifestyle of Generation MZ.
From hamburgers and desserts to cafeteria
menus, Sushi, and Tteokbokki, there is
no limit to the variety of food that can be
introduced through Evi’s Mukbang. A short
Mukbang video from one to two minutes with
vivid sound effects can be produced for all
food around the world through the show. The
show is also used in the promotion of food
service companies and local specialties.

South Korea
Website

: graphytoon.com

AI Animated Video Solution / GraphyToon makes
it easy to create engaging animated contents and
slide deck by orienting the editor around a slide
deck.

GraphyToon
We redefine animated video production
solutions with our AI animated contents solution
“Graphytoon”. Using characters, anyone can

Evi’s Mukbang
An animated Mukbang show about Evi, the
leading character who is a new employee at
MLS, and the people around her. As a sideline,
Evi runs a YouTube vlog channel called “Evi’s
Mukbang.” By day, Evi works full-time at MLS
and, by night, she performs as a YouTuber, a
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ICONIX
Mistco

STAND #: C12
Turkiye

Website

: mistco.tv

Leading global distributor and international
brand
management
company,
MISTCO
represents multi-genre portfolio consisting of
dramas, movies, animations and documentaries
and serves top titles, brands and channels.

Bahar
Mankind has been tested for centuries on the
verge of good and evil. Our identity is determined
by our destiny, and our destiny is determined
by the choices we make on the verge of both.
Co-produced by MISTCO and ÜS YAPIM, BAHAR
(100x45’) is the story of a young girl who is
struggling to keep the goodness inside despite
all darkness around. After witnessing the
murder of her father, she is trying to prove that
Aysun (her stepmother) committed the murder.
On the other hand, the love between Bahar and
Demir who met just days before the murder
grows day by day but becomes even more
impossible since Aysun (her stepmother) is
obsessively attached to Demir and determined
to win Demir at any cost.

The Secret of an Angel
”The Secret Of An Angel” starring Alp Navruz
(from Hold My Hand) and İrem Helvacıoğlu (from
Lifeline). The series is about a family whose
members see their lives changed abruptly by a
tragedy. Cennet, who was exposed to domestic
violence for years by her husband, Yılmaz, gets
sick and is hospitalized. While she is being
treated, she sees a Lawyer Zeynep’s number
on the window of the hospital and calls her for
help. She gives her a letter to be opened after
she dies. This letter will not only bring Zeynep
and Halil the eldest son of Cennet, together but
also will cause conflict between the siblings.
The Secret of An Angel is about the struggle of
all women who are victims of domestic violence
all around the world and also offers romance
through the love story between Zeynep and
Halil.

The Town Doctor
“The story of three idealistic doctors.” The story
of the talented and Omer (Deniz Can Aktaş),
who decided to become a doctor after losing
his father, and the legendary surgeon Hakan
(Ozan Akbaba), who devoted himself to saving
lives, cross paths in a town hospital far from the
city. In this town hospital, which brings together
MD Hakan, Omer and the idealistic MD Leyla
(Hazal Subaşı), the determined struggle of three
doctors who do their best to help people will be
revealed.
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Motion Pictures
ICONIX
Entertainment

STAND #: A3
Spain

Website

: motionpic.com

Motion Pictures is an animation production and
distribution company, with more than 20 years of
experience, and with an always attentive look at
new and groundbreaking projects that generate
passion and desire in us. We trust creators
and original ideas, which is why we approach
authors (novices or those with long experience)
if we perceive the essence of a project with
growth potential. We have also adapted editorial
formats for television, in association with other
creators and in joint development, making a
previous success another, if not greater, to
match.

ChipiChapi Songs
Catchy, fun and happy songs to sing at home,
in the car and at school. Children’s songs are
a part of our upbringing and an important
element of culture, since in all corners of the
world homemade melodies have been sung. “A
cow for a while” “Then, a crocodile” “Suddenly,
a sheep” “And a rocking bird’s beak” “There’s
even a cangaroo” “And pretty big one, too” “Each
one brings with them a song” “For everyone to
sing along”

MyaGo
MyaGo is about celebrating the diversity,
embracing cultural differences and all with
a lovely lead and positive female character
at the centre of a preschool series that is not
the stereotypical ‘pink princess’. With a gentle
and light pace, MyaGO encourages children to
explore and be curious about the world around
them.

Agus and Monsters
Agus Pianola’s life would be very normal if
it weren’t for the five monsters living in his
bedroom, kicked out of the Book of Monsters
by the evildoer Dr. Brot. Agus shares this
secret with Lidia, his good friend, who can often
become a bit of a drag. Each one of the monsters
has a speciality: Mr. Flat is the monster of
books; Ziro, the monster of ideas; Emmo, the
monster of metal; Brex, the recycling monster;
and Hole, the monster of holes. Together they
act as a genuine team in which fun, empathy
and good vibes are always guaranteed. While
they repeatedly try to return to their book,
without success, the monsters will have to fight
against the evil deeds carried out by the Doctor
and Nap, his absurd assistant. Together with the
monsters, Agus and Lidia will have to face aliens,
fantasy creatures, theft, deceits and tricks, time
travel and strange viruses. However, above all,
they will learn to settle disputes intelligently
and imaginatively while proving that besides
being futile, evil is tremendously stupid.
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Movistar
ICONIX
Plus+

STAND #: B2
Spain

Website: originales.movistarplus.es
Movistar Plus+ International is the international
division of Spain’s biggest pay-TV/SVOD. In
charge of distribution and co-production,
Movistar Plus+ International handles rights
for all the original high-end content produced
by the Spanish platform. Movistar Plus+ is the
Pay TV/SVOD division of Telefónica, one of the
largest telecommunications service providers
in the world.

Natural Law
After the murder of a local student, a small
town judge faces an unexpected dilemma: now
her actions can put her family at risk. A fictional
series about crime and justice with an original
story and cases inspired by the chronicles of
“Levante-se o Réu” (The Defendant May Rise) by
the renowned Portuguese writer Rui Cardoso
Martins.
Off World
A solar storm hits Earth causing a widespread
blackout. In this new reality, five stories
of characters are developed, people
who struggle to adapt to a world without
electricity, telecommunications, or means of
transportation, in which they have to face their
most basic needs, instincts, and fears.

Hierro
Candela is a judge who has just been assigned to
El Hierro, the most remote island in the Canary
Island archipelago. It´s not going to be easy for
Candela to adapt to file in a community that, like
her, has a tough character. In fact, she has been
sent there as a punishment for her unorthodox
behaviour. As soon as she arrives on the island,
Candela has to investigate a complicated case:
Fran, a young local, is found murdered on the
day he was supposed to marry the daughter of
Díaz, a shady businessman who soon becomes
the main suspect in the crime. Candela and Diaz
are on opposite sides of the law, but they have
a common goal: to discover the truth about
the crime. The two embark on a physical and
emotional journey… a road to hell that begins in
paradise.
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NTV Broadcasting
ICONIX Company

STAND #: D12
Russia

Website

: sales.ntv.ru

NTV is one of the top Russian broadcasters in
Russia. The channel holds the leading position
as the content producer and continuously
ranks among the top 3 Russian TV Channels.
NTV offers a great lineup of series, primetime
shows, entertainment, lifestyle programs and
documentaries. We are proud to have over
50,000 hours of top content in our catalog. In
the last few years NTV distributed its content to
more than forty countries including the United
States, UK, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand,
LATAM countries, Japan, Eastern Europe,
Kazakhstan, Georgia, Baltic countries, etc.
Largest content distributors in the world have
NTV content in their catalogues.

Kamaz. Extreme Racing
After a 12 year break a truck racing driver, Denis,
is set to get back to his team. Once he was the
youngest cross country racing world champion
in history but was fired. Team’s assistant
director doesn’t want to give the seasoned
racer a chance. So, Denis joins the team as a
mere janitor, once again starting his way up to
the driver’s seat from the very beginning. There
he encounters his ex-wife, who’s planning to
park herself as a co-driver and become a first
woman in all-men team.

Hitman’s Curse
Ivan, former detective and now ex-con seeks
revenge for his partner’s death and the injustice
that put him in jail. Out of nowhere a beautiful
woman offers him his enemy on a silver platter.
Ivan is tempted. He’s desperately trying to
escape joining the league of assassins, but his
circumstances prevail. On the road to his next
target, he suffers from a memory loss after a
car accident. Saved by a beautiful roadside
motel owner, former killer is in a ignorant bliss.
But the trouble finds him.

Noble Detective
In 19th century Saint Petersburg, a young
aristocrat forsakes his life of luxury for the
hardships of a police detective’s job. He gets
a cold shoulder from everyone of his new
colleagues, except one man, who sees the
potential in this smart and talented young guy.
Together they investigate and close several
mysterious and difficult cases. Will he manage
to use his eidetic memory and original thinking
process to help people or will he get caught up
in a circle of self-reflection and doubts?
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Odin-Media
ICONIX

STAND #: D8B
Russia

Website

: odinmedia.tv

ODIN-MEDIA is an international full-house
distribution and production company that
works to the benefit of TV channels and
media producers. The company offers rights
on high-quality media content (documentary
and feature projects) and gives its partners
all the generic support they need to make the
most of their business. Having a great festival
background, many projects are produced in
4K in cooperation with international partners.
Since 2014, following its important goal to
share the great international content with the
world, ODIN-MEDIA has built stable connections
with leading film market players from Europe,
the USA and Asia. Keeping up with the media
business development, ODIN-MEDIA started
collaboration with global media platforms and
posted many successful titles on AMAZON
Prime, Tubi TV and other media services. As a
co-production partner the company has worked
for NETFLIX in partnership with major Europe
channels.

Depth Hunters
An international project’s filmed in Austria and
Abkhazia, with the participation of German,
Austrian, Italian and Russian speleologists
and National Geographic photographers. Pavel
Demidov and his team of extreme cavers set a
new world record: they descend to the bottom
of the deepest vertical cave in the world the Verevkin cave in Abkhazia. Each time
researchers aren’t one 100% sure they’ll be
able to come back, but despite the dangers they
make the most important scientific discoveries.

Kremlin: The Era of Tsars
The project (Episode I. Children of Tsars; Episode
II. Love of Tsars; Episode III. Death of Tsars;
Episode IV. Games of Tsars) shows an absorbing
experience of historical eras, discover all details
of former living in the Moscow Kremlin from the
times when Kremlin walls as they now appear
were built in 1495 up to the reign of Nicholas II,
the last Russian Emperor, who was murdered
in 1918. With large-scale historic reenactments
and computer graphics the viewers will be able
to discover the most exciting facts from the
history of the central point of the Russian state.

The Great North Way
The film-challenge, the film-discovery! Using
the same means of transport where possible dog sledding, deers and boats, filming 4 years in
harsh conditions from Arkhangelsk to Chukotka,
overcoming themselves, the crew presented the
film exploring not only the issues of the Age of
Discovery, but human possibilities as well. It
discovers an extreme and beautiful route deep
into the Arctic, features a path of 10.000km
through the hard-to-reach lands of the North,
getting acquainted with the local nature, history
and indigenous peoples.
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Onza ICONIX
Distribution

STAND #: B4
Spain

Website

: onzadistribution.com

Onza is an international audio-visual content
distributor, as well as a leading content
producer. It has become one of the largest
distributors in Spain that offers a one of a kind
service with a content portfolio that includes
telenovelas, series, documentaries, as well as
fiction and entertainment formats, reaching
more than 120 countries.

Broken Bonds
Maria Rita is a young rural girl who lives with
her grandfather. She has a simple and quiet
life, but sometimes she misses the life that
a young girl should have. Suddenly one day, a
mysterious handsome man goes to look for
her. He is the lawyer of his disappeared father.
Maria Rita’s father is in jail and he needs her.
She didn’t know she had a father. This shocking
news will completely change her life.

The Celeb Challenge
A talent show where eight celebrities must
overcome impossible challenges. Do you
dare to join us? A coach will help them to
face challenges each week that will test their
physical and mental limits. Could you play
basketball with a bulldozer? Would you drive a
car over 300 bottles of beer? Would you control
your dizziness at several meters high? The
brave winner of the season will receive 30,000
euros that will be donated to the charity of their
choice.

Young Addictions
‘Young addictions’ is a documentary series
that shows the causes and consequences of
the most common drugs among teenagers:
non-substance addictions consumed through
the screens of their cellphones. With the help
of experts in the field, the series goes inside
the business behind these addictions. How
technology giants create devices designed
specifically to generate addicts? Are these
companies actively targeting minors? The
series gathers the testimony of prestigious
psychiatrists and international experts who will
give the keys to deal with these addictions.
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PAROVOZ Animation Studio

STAND #: C7B
Russia

Website

: parovoz.tv/en/

PAROVOZ animation studio is one of the top
animation productions in Eastern Europe. In 8
years studio produced more than 8800 minutes
of animation. Most of the projects have been
broadcasted worldwide. In 2020 according to
the agreement with Spacetoon International
‘Be-Be-Bears’ and ‘Leo&Tig’were shown in
Middle East. PAROVOZ’s brands are successful
in licensing, in 2019 ‘Fantasy Patrol’ got into
TOP-5 of the most popular franchises on the
Russian toy market and was the only Russian
brand there.

Spaceport
Animation series Comedy, adventures 52
episodes 11 minutes 3D in development Distant
future. The galaxy is populated with various
species. Three outsiders (human boy, big alien
and sour robot) are spending their time in
the intergalactic Spaceport selling ‘fast-buthealthy-food’, constantly getting themselves
into bizarre misadventures.

Boo The Cat and The Good Boy
Animation series Comedy, musical, family 52
episodes 6 minutes 3D+2D in development Boo
The Cat and The Good Boy is a rhymed musical
series about friendship, honesty and taking
responsibility for your actions. Matthew got
carried away in his games and hasn’t noticed
that he had smashed the chandelier or ruined
his elder sister’s lipstick. He has to сonfess
it, but he’s scared. It is aways easier to blame
someone else like his parrot or a cat... The
fascinating adventures in each episode help to
reveal the inner world of a child.

Tweetville
Animation series Comedy, adventures, family
26 episodes 11 minutes 2D+backgrounds in
production Tweetville is a human-like town.
Here the birds go to work, to school, drive their
cars, walk in the parks and lead the lives of
citizens from the big city. The cartoon, through
the image of the `sparrow` family, tells about
the situations yhat any modern family faces:
the relationships of children, their growth,
development and interaction with the outside
world.
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Pimanov & Partners

STAND #: D6B
Russia

Website

: tv-ostankino.ru

Pimanov & Partners film company was
founded in 2005 by director, producer and TV
presenter Alexei Pimanov. The main activity is
the production of feature films, TV series and
documentaries. We produce different genres:
romance, action, historical, crime, drama,
comedy, sport. The company distributes the
content on the federal channels of the country
- Channel One, Zvezda, etc. All Pimanov and
Partners projects are released in the evening
prime time, covering the maximum television
audience.

Eleven Silent Men
The film by Alexei Pimanov tells the story
of the events of November 1945, when the
competitions of the Moscow football club
“Dynamo” went to the historic tournament in
Great Britain to continue the series of matches
with hitherto unbeaten British teams, including
Chelsea and Arsenal. A charming English
correspondent decides to create a sensation,
fall in love with the best Russian player, and
choose the British pretty “victim” among
the Soviet athletes. Foreign unscrupulous
bookmakers also intend to profit from the tour,
the games within which hundreds of thousands
of fans will attend ... An incredible story based
on past events about legendary athletes Vsevolod Bobrov, Konstantin Beskov, Alexei
Khomich, Mikhail Yakushin - full of romance,
good humor, espionage adventures and football
passions.

Dolly the Sheep Was Angry and Died Early
Our contemporary Nikita falls into the past as a
result of a scientific experiment where he will
not only meet his young parents, but also find
new friends, and find true love in the face of
student Masha. This meeting makes him look
at his life differently. However, Nikita suddenly
realizes that he is starting to age rapidly, and
he can be saved only if he returns back - in due
time. But it is not so easy to do so.

Mariya Zakrevskaya. Dramaturgy of the Top
Espionage
The picture is based on declassified documents
from the archives of the FSB, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs, the A. M. Gorky Institute of
World Literature, unique photographs, video
materials, as well as interviews of people who
personally knew Maria Ignatievna ZakrevskayaBenkendorf-Budberg. She was a woman of
amazing fate - she easily won the hearts of
men and was considered an agent of several
intelligence services at once.
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Pixitoon

STAND #: C2
Jordan

Website

: pixitoon.com

As a major player throughout the region, we
at PIXITOON are specialized in producing and
distributing creative content, creating and
building media, in addition to the technological
innovation of creative content for educational
and entertainment purposes.

Dinodan
A cartoon series for pre-school children.
Explore the world and learn with the dinosaur’
family (Dino).

Peekapoo
A 3D animated songs featuring Pekapoo heroes
in their playing experience.

Tunes Kids
Tuneskids offers Arabic Khaliji edutainment
with unique local characters and culture.
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STAND #: B9
Turkiye

Website

: rayagroup.tv

Raya Group has founded in 2013 by Ramazan
Yirmibesoglu who is experienced since many
years in Television industry. Raya Group is based
in Istanbul and become one of the important
Turkish Content Distribution agencies around
worldwide. Raya Group attends all markets
like Mipcom, Miptv, LA Screening, Natpe Miami,
Natpe Budapest during the year and targeting
broadcast Turkish contents all over the world.
Beside Turkish Dramas Raya Group is also
providing scripted and non-scripted formats,
movies and documentaries. Our aim is to placing
right content in the right place.

The Sultan and Khan
Khwarzmshahs and Mongols are the two ruling
forces of the era. Genghis Khan’s gaze turns
towards the lands of the Khwarazmshah. At the
Khwarazmshah throne sits Sultan Alaeddin,
although the vast majority of his military forces
swore allegiance to Türkan Hatun, the Sultans’
mother.
The heir to the throne Jalaleddin, a famed
soldier and beloved of his people, is far away
from these conflicts. He believes that Genghis
Khan plans to subjugate the whole world and
that a counter-offensive is the only way out.
His brother, Uzlag shah, in envy of the throne
himself, is an obstacle that springs in front of
him at every corner, along with Kutlu Bike, an
imprisoned captive with whom he will fall in
love.
In addition, the primary target of the Assassins,
who acted on behalf of the Khan and whose
aim was to cause strife in the lands of the
Kwarazmshahs, is Celaleddin.

Braveheart
Ömer lives with his family in one of the fishing
villages of Istanbul. He returns from military
service and finds his friends and neighbors are
in a strand and extraordinary situation. They are
all forced to work in illegal businesses by some
underground lords.
Seeing that his family and friends have lost their
possessions and reputation, Ömer opposes this
situation and declares war on the mafia. Ömer
is not alone on his path. Young and principled
lawyer Berrin will be his most important
supporter in this war. The relationship between
these two companions turns into love after a
while. Ömer encounters many obstacles in his
struggle with underground organizations and
his love story with Berrin.
At some point, Ömer, who has nothing to trust
but his heart and wrist, will have to choose
between being a hero who will sacrifice himself
for his country or fame and money.

Forever a Bridesmaid
Cemre is a happy, cheerful young woman in
her early 30s. Although her main profession is
different, she has dedicated herself to planning
the wedding organization and special days
for her loved ones. Her dream is to plan her
wedding as well.
She is dumped at her best friend’s wedding
while waiting for a marriage proposal. On the
other hand, another friend receives one.
Her friends think that the easiest way for
Cemre to overcome the pain of separation is
to organize a new wedding. They send her to a
house outside the city where the next wedding
will take place. There, a surprise love awaits
Cemre.
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STAND #: C11
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Website

: en.riki.team

Riki Group is an animation powerhouse with
international presence. The key competency
of the company is the creation and effective
management of brands for a family audience.
Its diverse portfolio consists of a variety of
properties that appeal to the interests of
different age groups including such successful
animation brands as Kikoriki, PinCode, The
Fixies, BabyRiki, Tina & Tony etc. The projects
broadcast in more than 100 countries around
the world and have been translated into 50
languages and dialects.

Beardy Bodo. Travel
Beardy Bodo, who doesn’t speak any foreign
language and can’t tell Australia from The North
Pole will guide children to different places of
interest. The viewer will learn from the series
about geography, culture and history of different
nations and important tips what to do while
travelling (why do you need a ticket to go by
train, how to pack a bag or how to behave in the
airplane).

BabyRiki
BabyRiki is the first animation project to
provide entertainment and education for
children in the youngest age-range, from 0 to
3. BabyRiki is an animated programme with
content that covers all aspects of a child’s life.
From physical wellbeing to cognitive and soft
skills, the musical stories are based around
age-appropriate experiences with educational
concepts introduced in familiar surroundings
and context for infants.

Tina and Tony
Baby hippo Tony and baby elephant Tina are two
best friends. They live in the Cookie Village and
constantly get into incredible adventures with
other villagers: Bear, Foxy, rabbits, piglets and
even sensible Mouse. Lively Tina and prudent
Tony experience the world, learn to be friends
and tell the good from the bad together with
young viewers. Charming characters, bright
personalities and recognizable situations make
the world of Tina and Tony familiar and relatable
to every child.
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Russia Television and Radio / SOVTELEXPORT
ICONIX
Distribution Company

STAND #: C9
Russia

Website

: sales.vgtrk.com

Russia Television and Radio is the largest
national media company and public broadcaster
that produces and brings high-quality
content to virtually every home in the country.
Sovtelexport is the sales branch of Russia
Television and Radio that distributes over 25000
hours of its content worldwide. The company
presents top-quality original production that
includes feature films, series, telenovela,
documentaries, entertainment and children
shows for international audiences. Sovtelexport
has been working successfully on the global
content market for 20 years, establishing and
maintaining long-term partnerships with the
industry leaders all over the world.

Call Me Mother
Love story in the time of 1930’s repressions.
Passion, separation, escape. Young Tatiana
follows her husband to Moscow to avoid getting
arrested. He betrays her soon. And she finds
shelter as a nanny in the house of a famous
Soviet engineer. When the government comes
after him and his wife, Tanya has to escape with
their little sons on her hands. She becomes a
mother for them and intends to return the love
she once lost.

Dreamcatcher
Gifted detective Alisa thinks every crime can
be solved by logic until she takes on a murder
case nobody can explain. With no evidence or
witnesses involved, the crime’s only suspect,
young businessman Nikita, makes it even more
confusing. He describes the crime in precise
detail although he wasn’t there. His alibi is
solid. The investigation turns into a real headscratcher, since Nikita saw the murder with his
own eyes the day before…in a dream!

Ekaterina: Pretenders
1774. The rule of the great and mighty Ekaterina
is threatened. The Russo-Turkish War continues,
draining the Empire’s treasury. Numerous
pretenders appear with claims to the throne.
The Peasants’ War is in full swing – a war led
by Yemelyan Pugachev, who passed himself
off as Peter III. There is danger brewing inside
the palace, too: the noblemen want to pass the
throne on to her oldest son, Paul. Ekaterina’s
personal life is troubled. She has lost hope
of having a child with Prince Potemkin. She
has new love interests, new favorites. But the
biggest and most important love of the Empress
is Russia itself. Ekaterina has to make decisions
that determine the fate of her throne and her
empire.
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Film Company

STAND #: D8A
Russia

Website

: russkoe-kino.ru

Established in 2007 RUSSKOE Film Company
is one of the most prominent producers on the
Russian TV market. Every year the studio creates
more than 250 hours of TV series and films,
which enjoy sustained success with viewers
both on television and Internet resources. The
Company’s vast library comprises more than
900 titles. Having started with melodrama,
RUSSKOE became a recognized authority of
this genre on Russian TV, and later expanded
the scope with historical and social dramas,
detectives and comedies. Russia-1, one of the
leading Russian TV channels, is the Company’s
principal broadcasting partner. The world’s
leading studios Warner Bros. (USA), Dori Media
(Israel, Argentina), Baltmedia (Poland) are
among international partners of the company.
In 2012 in collaboration with Warner Bros.,
RUSSKOE produced an adapted version of the
US detective hit series Without a Trace. The
Company’s shows have been repeatedly noted
at film festivals and awards.

Heavy Armor
Vasily graduates from an armor school. The fact
that it’s World War II in the country doesn’t stop
Vasily from falling in love. A combat officer and
a young man in love are struggling inside of him,
and often the young man wins in this internal
dispute. It’s people like Vasily, sometimes
children, sometimes wise commanders, will
lead their tanks to the biggest tank battle in the
history of WWII, where at the cost of their own
lives, they will snatch victory from the enemy’s
hands.

The Money
Times when talented people are forced to
break the law. A gifted inventor becomes a
counterfeiter in order to safe his family. Alexei
Barannikov is a talented Soviet scientist. Young
and careless he accidentally falls into disgrace
with authorities and is expelled from Moscow.
His fiancée Lyuda decides to go with him. Hard
times come in the life of the Barannikovs. For
many years Alexei has been trying to patent his
inventions in vain, and all household worries
fall on Lyuda’s shoulders. One day Alexei
becomes an accidental witness to the murder
of a counterfeiter. This event coincides with
the most severe crisis in his family. And Alexei
ventures on a reckless scam that promises to
change his dull grey life forever.

The Cruel World of Men
A bright financier and trader Kira (30+)
gets a very alluring job offer from her new
acquaintances. She has to accept it not knowing
that the guys are scammers. Having become a
victim of a cunning scam, she loses everything
- her job, her reputation, her income. A daring
plan of revenge is ripening in her head. Will Kira
have to become a pawn in someone else’s game,
or will she be able to find her own way and love
in this man’s world?
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Sama Art
ICONIX
International

STAND #: A4
UAE

Website

: samaart.com

SAMA ART is a leading multi-platform
production company and the largest dubbing
and film production agency in the Middle
East. The company specializes in Localization,
Drama Production & Post-Production, and most
recently, Acquisition & Distribution, building on
its long experience and proven capabilities to
connect content creators with broadcasters.
Pablo Escobar
A chronicled look at the criminal exploits of
Colombian drug lord, Pablo Escobar, as well
as the many drug kingpins who plagues the
country through the years.

Finding Danny
Alexandra loses interest in life, when her 4-yearold son disappears without a trace. But even
after many years of unsuccessful searching,
she believes he is alive out there. However,
everybody else is certain that the missing child
is gone forever. A story on the news gives her
new hope — she sees a boy who looks just like
her son. She starts an investigation of her own,
which results in shocking findings…

Her Majesty
Emperor Peter I is dying, and the government
of the state should pass into the hands of the
sixteen-year-old Tsaverna Elizabeth. Her
father’s throne will become a real curse for
her, because she finds herself in a whirlwind
of palace intrigues. Elizabeth is opposed by
powerful and influential courtiers “Andrei
Ivanovich Osterman” and “Alexander Danilovich
Menshikov”. Even Catherine I, her mother, is
ready to fight her for the throne. How will the
girl cope with all the trials of life and ascend to
the throne?
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: saran-studios.com

SARAN Studios is the newest division within
SARAN Media Group. Established in October
2020, SARAN Studios will produce high quality
and appealing content for domestic and global
markets. As an affiliate of an internationally
recognized and respected SARAN brand,
combined with our strong creative and
management team, we aim to rapidly
become one of the major market players.
Having commissioned a number of leading
scriptwriters, we have a number of unique yet
universal stories in development.

Stepfather
STEPFATHER, a new daily series to be produced
by Bloom Media, starring Gokberk Demirci
(Hayatimin Aski, Adini Sen Koy, Yemin) will
soon meet with the audience both in Turkey
and all around the world. The tragic love story
of Bahar and Adnan, the parents of Lamia, our
Cinderella...
Death, lies, and revenge would bring them
together yet drive the apart all at once. This is
a sad tale of two lovers who live in two distant
parts of Mount Qaf. A prince who lives in a
glorious tower in the nice part of Mount Qaf,
with no hope for love... A woman with a fighter
spirit who brings the joy of spring to a povertystricken area where the sun does not shine...
Just as they get to the top of the mountain,
despite everything and everyone, life will once
again drive them apart. There is no happy ending
to this tale, as their lovely daughter Lamia will
be taken away from them... This is a sad tale of
the love between Adnan and Bahar, whose pure
love shines like a diamond in the rough but still
falls victim to the wrath of others.

A Mother’s Love
A MOTHER’S LOVE is a Turkish daily drama,
planned for a total of 200 episodes and can be
subject to extension. Episodes are originally
produced as 45 minutes where each episode
ends with high finale. The story revolves around
Zeynep and her family. Zeynep is a beautiful
little girl with a dangerous heart defect, so when
her mother Cemre dies in a car crash, no one
tells her.
Instead, her father Murat hires a lookalike to
pretend to be Cemre until Zeynep is old enough
for heart surgery. But who is this lookalike,
and how does she come to resemble Cemre so
closely? And why does Murat hate his dead wife
so much? Who is pulling the strings from behind
the scenes? All these mysteries and more are
revealed in the new series A MOTHER’S LOVE.
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STAND #: B11
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Website

: semerkandyapim.com

Semerkand Production is a production company
and a media distributor subsidiary to Semerkand
Group. The company produces TV programs
as well asanimations and documentaries
under the supervision of expert scholars, in
accordance with moral values, Islamic beliefs
and practices.

Ramadan Lane
Bringing the Ramadan culture of the Ottoman
era to the screen, Ramadan Lane touches on
a different religion-related topic with a nondidactic, memorable and humorous stories in
each episode. Resenting, grudging, greed and
all the other negative emotions and worldly
ambitions are long forgotten on this street.
Each episode, a series of unfortunate events
happening to a different character shows the
helplessness of man against fate. The comical
situations that this helplessness entails keeps
the audience laughing and thinking at the same
time.

Grand Mosque
The age old grand mosques and their complexes
that served as the living space, social and
commerce center in the past is slipping away
from memories. Yet these places have such a
depth and tranquility to them, even the hungry
cats in the mosque yard dont chase the birds.
Grand Mosque comes before the audience
as a fascinating display of 40 of the greatest
places of worship in the most select locations
of Anatolia, whose culture and civilization have
been based on Islamic city planning.

Zany Istanbul
Zany Istanbul is a larger-than-life television
series of the different movements that started
in the 19th century up until our day and age.
The main venue of the story is around the
“Prosperous Work” bedesten that had become
a henhouse because of the wide-spreading
depression.
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: smfanimation.com

SMF Animation (Soyuzmultfilm) today is a
multifaceted group of production, licensing
and educational facilities, which include an
animation studio, an animation technology
park, an educational and recreational center for
kids and a licensing agency. The company was
founded in 1936 and has been at the forefront
of Russian animation ever since, with over
300 hours of animation and over 1500 films
produced. We are looking into the future with a
commitment to preserve the tradition.

Monsikids
In the middle of a fantasy planet Monsiland lies
the Harmony Island inhabited by funny little
creatures called Monsikids.The Harmony Island
is surrounded by ten islands representing
different emotions - The Volcano of Anger, The
Cave of Fear, The Clouds of Happiness, etc.
Whenever a character experiences a strong
emotion he’s teleported to a corresponding
island.The stories are aimed at the preschool
children, helping them to develop emotional
intelligence.

I’ll Get You!
Welcome to the all-year-round ski resort, where
every guest will find something to his liking.
The easy-going Hare is unable to fully enjoy his
vacation as he is constantly being chased by the
mischievous Wolf. The envious Wolf constantly
competes with the Hare, be it for the attention of
the local beauty the Roe Deer or for the victory
in a bicycle race.Their adventures that are full
of stunts and physical humor will strike a chord
with both kids and grownups!

Detective Chirp and the Golden Beehive
The lucky charm of Honey Hills Town is stolen.
This might cause thousand of misfortunes to its
citizens. A young Chirp the Squirrel is accused,
and Detective Sophie the Owl is taking the case.
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SREDA Production
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STAND #: C5A
Russia

Website

: sredatv.ru/en/

SREDA is a leading production company in
Russia. Based in Moscow and LA. Our production
house focuses on commercial genres, premium
series, and festival feature films. Our top series
were successfully released on Netflix and
Amazon. By the end of 2022, the company is
planning to have 45 series in its library, with a
total value of more than 440 hours. We create
original titles understandable and significant for
different nations. As well as we buy formats and
build up incredible stories.

Freeze
On a snow-covered highway near the northern
town of Kostomukshi the police find a woman’s
frozen corpse in a frozen car. The victim is the
wife of the investigator Evgeniy Rudin. The rage
that has possessed the hero leads him along the
path of senseless cruelty, the victims of which
can be both innocent people and loved ones of
Rudin. Evgeniy finds unexpected support in the
person of a strange guy Mitya. Meanwhile the
killings continue.

Negotiator
Alexander Maksimov is a brilliant psychologist
and the best negotiator in Russia. He worked
during terrorist attacks, urged the hostages
to be released, discouraged criminals and
victims from committing a fatal act. But even a
perfect employee makes mistakes. In the past
Maksimov was defeated while negotiating with
terrorists who seized the school. In the result
his daughter dies. Years later it turns out that
the attacker did not die and now poses a new
challenge to Maksimov.

Chimera
Drugs consumption in Russia is among the
highest in the world nowadays. The main reason
of such consuming is “Chimera” the unique
ecosystem of producing, trafficking and selling
drugs. Chimera is the story of two cleaver
gigs, who created the most grave and risky
shadow scheme of drug business digitalization,
which made it possible not only to multiply the
volume of drug production and trafficking, but
also made the highest echelons of drug lords
virtually inaccessible to justice.
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: startdrama.ru

START is a premium subscription based
streaming service, that offers a blended mix of
genres from detective comedy to mystery and
sci-fi. Every series is unique and set to impress
audiences in both linear and non-linear worlds.
Being an IP creator, START controls all the rights
to its productions both finished tape and format
rights.

The Conquest of Siberia
This epic historical saga is set in the 17th
Century, when Peter the Great expanded all
the way to Asia, to include the melting pot of
Siberia, a region where vast riches and great
misery were often intertwined. The conquering
army consisted of a motley crew of prisoners,
volunteers, and others – including Swedes,
Bokharan merchants, convicts, Shamans,
Missionaries, Dissenters, Outlanders and
warlike Dzungars. This is a sweeping epic of
struggles, glory and gore, with dramatic battles
and sieges that characterised the conquest of
Siberia.

Ms. Sweet
This warm, romantic comedy drama centres
around Vera Sweet, a long-suffering housewife
and mother with a gift for making delicious
confectionery. Her whole family takes her for
granted. After a divorce with her husband, Vera
needs a job. After several failed attempts with
modern employers, she is determined to start
her own confectionery business. Soon Vera
realises she needs help and enlists her elderly
dad, teenage daughter, and cranky sister to
assist her on this adventure.

Offside
Football is an international language that
transcends generations, nationalities, class
and religion. Former professional footballer,
a current scout Phil meets Sasha, a young
football fan. Their lives revolve around FC
Lokomotiv, where they spot a talented footballer
Denis. Along with Olga, Denis’s mother, they’re
determined to make him not just a good player,
but a real soccer star.
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: trtsales.com

Turkish Radio and Television Corporation is
the one and only national public broadcaster of
Turkey. TRT was founded in 1964 and had its first
TV broadcast in 1968. It’s one of the founding
members of the European Broadcasting Union
(EBU) in 1972. TRT also signed Asia-Pacific
Broadcast Union (ABU) in 2004. It owns and
operates 18 TV channels and 17 radio stations in
41 languages, covering general entertainment,
music, sports, children and news. TRT has
TV channels in Turkish, English, Arabic,
German,French, Azeri and Kurdish languages.
Up to now, we have exported/sold more than
250 of our content to over 100 countries in more
than 45 languages. We can say that the number
of countries and languages is much higher due
to our sales without region and language limits.

Secrets of an Angel
The drama is about the story of a family from
Usak who migrates to Istanbul. Cennet, who has
been working since she was young and getting
ready for marriage, marries to Yılmaz, whom
she fell in love with, and comes to Istanbul
from her village as a bride. As a result of their
marriage, lasted almost forty-years, they have
three children. The marriage, which started “in
good times and bad times”, ends with Cennet’s
paralysis and death. She lefts behind three
tearful children and a husband. However, the
letter that emerges after the funeral, turns
upside down the facts that everyone believes.

The Hunter
The year is 2025. The climate, migration,
hunger and energy crises in the world have
deepened even more. Global powers aim to
control energy basins with proxy wars by using
terrorist organizations as tools.The planned
destabilization of the Middle East, Central Asia
and the Caucasus increases the size of the
threat to the homeland day by day.There is only
one bright region in this dark picture. Turkey...
Realizing its breakthrough in the Defense
Industry, Turkey produces military policies in line
with the new conjuncture. In this context, special
teams are formed from the most competent
soldiers in the field within the TAF Special
Forces by preparing its legal infrastructure with
the decision of the National Security Council.The
first of these teams, “Hunter Team”, consisting
of ten people, organizes military operations in
the country and in different geographies of the
world against dangers that openly target Turkey
or touch the interests of the country.

Barbarossa: Sword of the Mediterranean
Although Lesbos was at first a big prison in the
eyes of Yakup Agha, who was one of the timariot
cavalrymen who had left the Vardar region
and participated in the conquest of Lesbos, it
has become a Garden of Eden for him after his
marriage to Katerina. There, he becomes the
father of four sons. He names them Ishak, Oruç,
Khizr and Ilyas. His wish is that they all master
a craft, know where they come from, and learn
their customs by heart. However, in terms of
mastering a craft, Oruç wanted to sail away to
the seas against his father’s wishes.
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: xdigital.ru

X-Media Digital was founded in 2006. For 16
years, the company has been successfully
engaged in online distribution, creation and
promotion of YouTube channels. The company
is the YouTube Premium Partner. «X-Media
Digital» has several of its own top YouTube
channels. One of them is «Get Movies», the
largest multi-brand channel of children’s
and family content. Since 2012, the company
has been producing its own projects for kids
audience. «X-Media Digital» creates music,
animation and entertainment content. Among
the company projects there are many learning
videos for kids, educational songs and animated
series. Today «X-Media Digital» is the leader
of Russian online distribution market and a
creator of media content.

Cars, Cars
Two seasons of the animated series introduces
kids to the world of cars. Two inseparable
friends-car enthusiasts, a crocodile and a
raccoon, participate in races, compare and
customize cars and create brand new ones.
Each episode is a new exciting adventure for
little car lovers.

Magic Pik
Magic Pik is educational animated series for
children from 2 years old. Pik is a magical truck
that carries many useful objects. Together
with the magic Pik, children will learn colors
and geometric figures develop logical skills
and learn many new things in a funny and
game-playing manner.

The Little Princess
An animated series from X-Media Digital is
telling about a charming little girl. Naughty and
wayward, she does not listen to her parents,
and wants to have fun all day and night. In
an instructive but gentle way, each episode
teaches lesson young viewers. Together with
the Princess kids will learn why they need to
obey their parents, go to bed on time, how to
make friends with other children and stop being
greedy.
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Zee Entertainment
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UAE

Website

: zeecontentsales.com

Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd. (ZEE) is a
media & entertainment powerhouse offering
entertainment content to diverse audiences.
With a presence in over 190 countries and a
reach of more than 1.3 billion people around the
globe, ZEE is among the largest global content
companies across genres, languages, and
platforms.

Radhe
Drugs mafia has increased in India where
more and more youngsters are addicted to
drugs and taking their lives ,The Mumbai police
decides to get back suspended officer Radhe
on duty to clean the city.Radhe joins soon and
firstly makes two rival groups of Dagdu Dada
and Dilwar to join hands as they are against
drugs business and will help him clean the city.
Radhe’s reporting officer is funny ACP Avinash
Abhyankar who runs away with Radhe’s credits
while Radhe loves Avinash’s sister Dia and
pretends to be an upcoming model.Rana the
drug lord who has landed in Mumbai and forces
people to sell drugs and gets Dilwar killed from
his brother Mansoor who works for him,Radhe
manages to trace Rana which starts a long cat
an mouse race between them.

The Final Call
When Captain Karan decides to end his life
and puts the lives of 250 passengers at risk,
airline officer Kiran takes charge to save the
passengers on board.

Kundali Bhagya
Kundali Bhagya’ is a roller coaster ride of
emotions, relationships and familial bond.
The show revolves around Sarla and her newfound daughters Preeta and Shrishti, and their
relationships with Karan and Rishabh. The show
also explores the unique bond of sisterhood
between the trio of Pragya, Preeta and Shrishti
and has all the essence of ‘Kumkum Bhagya’
laced within it!
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